Childhood poverty is associated with harsh parenting with a risk of transmission to the next generation. This prospective study examined the relations between childhood poverty and non-parent adults’ neural responses to infant cry sounds. While no main effects of poverty were revealed in contrasts of infant cry vs. acoustically matched white noise, a gender by childhood poverty interaction emerged. In females, childhood poverty was associated with increased neural activations in the posterior insula, striatum, calcarine sulcus, hippocampus and fusiform gyrus, while, in males, childhood poverty was associated with reduced levels of neural responses to infant cry in the same regions. Irrespective of gender, neural activation in these regions was associated with higher levels of annoyance with the cry sound and reduced desire to approach the crying infant. The findings suggest gender differences in neural and emotional responses to infant cry sounds among young adults growing up in poverty.
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Introduction
Individuals who grow up in harsh environments including family conflict and insensitive parenting are at risk for a host of adverse developmental outcomes (Repetti, Taylor, & Seeman, 2002) including the replication of insensitive parenting when they become parents (Belsky, 2005; Capaldi & Pears, 2003; Kaufman & Zigler, 1989). Evidence of intergenerational transmission of parenting styles is well documented, particularly in low-income populations (Barnett & The Family Life Project Key, 2008; Hoff, Laursen, & Tardif,
Individuals growing up in poverty are far more likely to experience harsh parenting including physical and emotional maltreatment (Bradley & Corwyn, 2002; Conger & Donnellan, 2007; Grant et al., 2003). Poverty has been associated with an 8–22 fold risk for child abuse (Sedlak & Broadhurst, 1996). Childhood poverty is of particular concern because the experience of harsh parenting may be transmitted to future generations, meaning that when these individuals become parents they may be at a greater risk of repeating harsh parenting behaviors. Thus, parenting quality is an important factor likely contributing to the intergenerational effects of poverty.

However, the underlying neural mechanisms to explain how childhood poverty may result in multigenerational harsh parenting remain largely unexplored. One potential mechanism is impaired negative emotion regulation in responses to infant cry. Individuals who grow up in poverty are more likely to experience emotion dysregulation in adulthood. Studies consistently suggest that childhood poverty is associated with adult depression, substance abuse, and antisocial behaviors, even after controlling for adult levels of socioeconomic status (Cohen, Janicki-Deverts, Chen, & Matthews, 2010; Wadsworth, Evans, Grant, Carter, & Duffy, in press). Childhood poverty and chronic stress are also linked to dysregulated cortisol, a stress hormone (Dozier et al., 2006; Evans, Chen, Miller, & Seeman, 2012; Hostinar, Sullivan, & Gunnar, 2014; Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & Heim, 2009; Power, Thomas, Li, & Hertzman, 2012; Seeman, Epel, Gruenewald, Karlamangla, & McEwen, 2010). Elevated cortisol levels may adversely alter the function of brain regions with abundant glucocorticoid receptors and are therefore highly vulnerable to stress hormone exposure, particularly the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and hippocampus (Davidson & McEwen, 2012; Tottenham & Sheridan, 2009). In a study with a non-parent male sample, when cortisol was administered, men who reported exposure to abuse and neglect in childhood exhibited increased hippocampal responses to infant cry sounds (Bos, Montoya, Terburg, & van Honk, 2014). Childhood socioeconomic status (SES) is associated with abnormal structure and function in brain regions important for emotion regulation including the amygdala, striatum, hippocampus, and PFC after controlling for adult socioeconomic status (Gianaros et al., 2011; Hackman, Farah, & Meaney, 2010; Kim et al., 2013; Lupien et al., 2009; Staff et al., 2012). Thus, childhood poverty may be associated with chronic stress exposure and cortisol dysregulation, which may alter neural responses to infant cry sounds and consequently the ability to respond to distressed infants in a sensitive way.

Caregiving behaviors are also linked to increased activation in neural regions related to social and emotional information processing, such as the insula, precuneus, and fusiform gyrus (Barrett & Fleming, 2011; Swain et al., in press; Swain et al., 2014). Previously, first-time human mothers who themselves suffered low quality maternal care in childhood showed smaller brain structure and reduced neural activation in response to infant cry sounds within social information processing areas, such as insula and superior temporal gyrus, as well as emotion regulation regions, such as inferior frontal gyrus and hippocampus (Kim et al., 2010). Therefore, individuals growing up in poverty have elevated risk of harsh parenting. This could impact the maturation of brain regions critical for subsequent caregiving behaviors when they become adults.
In the present longitudinal fMRI study, non-parent men and women at age 24 underwent a neuroimaging session while listening to infant cry sounds. The participants had been followed and their exposure to poverty assessed since age 9. We examined the prospective role of childhood poverty in non-parent adults’ neural responses to infant cry sounds, while controlling for current exposure to poverty. Prior studies of early experience and parental responses to infants have all assessed early experience retrospectively (Ablow, Marks, Feldman, & Huffman, 2013; Kim et al., 2010; Lenzi et al., 2013; Riem, Bakermans-Kranenburg, van Ijzendoorn, Out, & Rombouts, 2012; Strathearn, Fonagy, Amico, & Montague, 2009). Unfortunately, retrospective reports are subject to a variety of recall biases. Moreover, none of these retrospective studies of early experience focused specifically on childhood poverty, but instead used various global indices of adversity. Thus, to our knowledge, this is the only prospective analysis of childhood adversity and parenting function in the adult brain, and the first study of childhood poverty specifically. Moreover, including current exposure to poverty in the analyses allows an examination of the developmental timing (childhood vs. adulthood) of poverty and neural responses to parenting-salient stimuli. Given the well documented significance of childhood SES and harsh parenting (Gershoff, Aber, Raver, & Lennon, 2007; Hoff et al., 2002), we also investigated the potential role of childhood parenting quality received in the associations between childhood poverty exposure and neural responses to infant cry sounds.

Another contribution of this study is inclusion of both men and women. Most studies of early adversity and adult neurological responses to infant signs of distress have relied on parent or non-parent females. Adverse early experience has been considered as a significant risk factor for insensitive parenting in females (Belsky & Jaffee, 2006; Pascoe & Smart Richman, 2009). In animal studies with female rodents, the epigenetic mechanisms of intergenerational transmission of parenting suggest continuity of parenting styles across generations (Champagne, Weaver, Diorio, Sharma, & Meaney, 2003). Adverse childhood experience may also have greater impact on biological stress regulation systems in female than male offspring (Asok, Bernard, Rosen, Dozier, & Roth, 2014; Saavedra-Rodríguez & Feig, 2013). However, in male animal models, biological mechanisms of intergenerational transmission of parenting are poorly understood. In human fathers living in poverty, previous work suggests that while early adversity is associated with insensitive parenting in fathers (Van Ijzendoorn, 1992), adverse early experience can motivate men to become better fathers and be more involved in parenting (Gee, Ro, Shariff-Marco, & Chae, 2009; Kida et al., 2014). This study will examine whether exposure to childhood poverty is associated with neural and behavioral sensitivity to infant cry similarly or differently in females and males.

In the current study, we hypothesized that individuals who grew up in poverty would show altered brain responses to infant cry sounds in both non-parent males and females. Parental care quality received during childhood, a risk factor associated with childhood poverty, may also be associated with neural responses to infant cry sounds. Additionally, we examined whether the associations between childhood poverty and adult neural responses to baby cry stimuli are conditioned by gender.
Methods

Participants

Participants were initially recruited for a larger longitudinal study of poverty and child development at age 9, then followed up at age 13 and 17 (see Evans, 2003; Evans & Kim, 2012). Among the individuals participating in the three waves of the study, fifty-four individuals were recruited for this neuroimaging study at age 23–24. None had contraindications for fMRI scanning, any current neurological abnormalities, or psychiatric disorders. Among these participants, 10 individuals (6 females, 4 males) were excluded because they were already parents. An additional four persons did not complete the scan due to technical problems or claustrophobia.

Thus, a total of forty young adults without children participated in the current study. The childhood non-poverty group (N=25; male 52%) had never been exposed to poverty from birth until age 17. The childhood poverty group (N=15; male 60%) was exposed to poverty from birth until age 17. Individuals in the childhood poverty group spent most of their childhood in poverty, with a mean percentage of time exposed to poverty from birth until age 17 at 82.49% (SD = 23.27). There were no group differences in gender.

Exposure to poverty was assessed based on family income during childhood (age 9, 13, 17) and the participants’ own income at age 24. The ratio of income-to-needs was computed by dividing total family income (or the participant’s own income) by the poverty threshold at each wave of data collection. This ratio is an annually adjusted, per capita index of income that the U.S. Census Bureau calculates using a standardized formula. Exposure to poverty was defined as an income-to-needs ratio below 1.

An ANOVA to test group-by-gender interaction revealed no significant interaction for income-to-needs ratio in childhood, nor at age 24. The main effect of group status was significant for childhood and current income-to-needs ratios. The childhood poverty group (female 1.38± 0.35; male 0.79± 0.47) had significantly lower income-to-needs ratios than the childhood non-poverty group (female 3.05± 0.83; male 3.41± 1.25) across age 9, 13, and 17, F(1, 36) = 52.66, p < .001. At age 24, the childhood poverty group (female 2.22± 1.38; male 2.35± 1.31) also had significantly lower income-to-needs ratios than the childhood non-poverty group (female 3.73± 2.10; male 5.34± 4.37), F(1, 36) = 5.55, p < .05.

No group-by-gender interaction was found in demographic variables, ethnicity, current age, and relationships status. A main effect of group was found in age, with the non-poverty group (24.13 ± 0.82 years) older than participants in the childhood poverty group (23.12 ± 1.20 years), t(38) = 2.81, p < .01. Thus, age was included as a covariate in analyses. Consistent with the larger SES literature (Evans, 2004), childhood poverty was related to adult relationship status, with persons from middle income backgrounds more likely to be married or with a long term partner, χ²(1, N = 40) = 9.78, p < .05, thus relationship status was also included as a covariate in all analyses. Finally, in order to distinguish the hypothesized influence of childhood poverty from current financial status, concurrent adult poverty exposure was incorporated as a third covariate.
Procedure

After neuroimaging scanning, participants completed questionnaires and behavioral ratings of cry sounds. In previous research waves at age 9, 13, and 17, researchers visited participants’ families at home where participants and participants’ mothers completed questionnaires and interviews on demographic information including family income.

Measures

Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI)—Participants completed the PBI questionnaire (Parker, 1979) at age 24. This instrument is designed to assess childhood parenting style and quality perceived by the child now as an adult. The questionnaire included 12 items on care (sample item: “Mother/Father Spoke to me in a warm and friendly voice,” on a 4 point Likert scale (1 = Very like, 4 = Very unlike)). The participants were asked to answer each item based on reflection on their mother or father in their first 16 years of life. Participants completed the questionnaire twice: once for their mother and the other for their father. Four participants (1 female and 2 males in the childhood poverty group; 1 female in the childhood non-poverty group) did not complete items on paternal care due to father absence in their childhood. The questionnaire has shown good internal consistency and re-test reliability over 20 years (Parker, 1979). Cronbach’s alphas herein were .88 for maternal care and .93 for paternal care.

Behavioral ratings of cry sounds—After scanning, participants listened to the cry sound used in the fMRI paradigm of this study. After hearing the cry sound for 30 seconds, participants rated how much they would want to avoid/approach the crying baby on a five point scale (1=very much want to move away from the baby to 5 = very much want to move closer to the baby). Participants also rated annoyance with the baby cry as well as the white noise control sound stimuli (1=not at all annoyed to 5=very much annoyed).

fMRI paradigm: Infant cry

The Baby Cry paradigm included two auditory stimuli: a standard infant cry, and an acoustically–matched white noise. A standard infant cry was collected during the first two weeks postpartum during the discomfort of a diaper change. The standard infant cry sound has been used in several previous papers with different samples of mothers (Kim et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010; Swain et al., 2008). This paradigm reliability elicits maternal neural responses (Swain et al., 2014). Using Cool Edit Pro version 2.0 (Syntrillium Software, Phoenix, AZ), the white noise sound enveloped the pattern and volume of the infant cry sound. There were three runs of auditory stimuli, 5 minutes per run. There were four conditions: 1) Passive listening to white noise, 2) Passive listening to infant cry, 3) Listening to cry while imagining it as your baby’s, and 4) Listening to cry as if you’re crying. There were six blocks for each condition, with two blocks per run, and each block was 20s long. The fixation period was 10s long between the conditions. The first and second conditions are used as the standard conditions in the infant cry paradigm [e.g. (De Pisapia et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2010; Laurent & Ablow, 2011; Lorberbaum et al., 2002; Venuti et al., 2012)]. The third and fourth auditory conditions are subject to more variable interpretations by subjects and thus not commonly included for imaging contrasts. The current paper aims to examine
non-parent, young adults’ natural and automatic responses to an infant cry, thus only the first and second conditions were included in the analyses in this paper.

For both infant cry and white noise sounds, participants were asked to attend to and experience naturally the emotional state elicited by infant cry sounds. The order of the cry conditions and the white noise condition was pseudo-randomized. The sounds were presented through headphones during the scanning.

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing

Scanning took place in a 3.0 Tesla Philips magnet scanner in the fMRI laboratory at Veterans Affairs Ann Arbor using a standard eight-channel SENSE head coil. Functional data were acquired (300 T2*-weighted echo-planar-imaging (EPI) volumes; TR = 2,000 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 90; field of view = 220 mm; matrix size, 64 × 64; 42 axial slices; voxels = 3.44 × 3.44 × 2.80 mm). A high-resolution anatomical T1-weighted image with a 3D gradient recalled echo was also acquired. Functional imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, University College, London; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Five images at the beginning of each fMRI run were discarded. Slice timing correction was performed using a middle slice as a reference (slice 21), and then images within each run were realigned to the mean image of the first run to correct for movement. The realigned functional images were spatially normalized to a standard T1 template based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference brain, resampled to 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels, and then spatially smoothed using an 8mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian filter.

fMRI analysis

At the individual level of analysis, fMRI data was regressed onto a general linear model (GLM) containing regressors representing the time periods of each condition, i.e. infant cry and white noise. The six motion correction parameters estimated from the realignment procedure were also entered as covariates of no interest. Regressors were convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response function and low frequency drifts were excluded using a high-pass filter of 0.0078 Hz. At the individual level of analysis, we contrasted images of the blood-oxygen-level–dependent (BOLD) signal changes associated with the infant cry vs. while noise contrast.

At the group level of analysis, contrast images of individual subjects were entered into a random-effect analysis. A multiple regression was performed with childhood poverty (poverty, non-poverty), gender (male, female), and the interaction term of group and gender, as independent variables. The current poverty exposure, current relationship status (single, significant relationship, married), and current age were included in the same model as covariates of no interest. An initial voxel-wise threshold of \( p < .005 \) and a minimum cluster size of 275 voxels gave a corrected \( p < .05 \). This threshold was determined by Monte-Carlo simulations using the 3dClustSim program of the AFNI toolkit (3dClustSim –mask –both –prefix –fwhmxyz 9.90 11.68 10.45; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dClustSim.html). The estimates of each suprathreshold region were extracted for each participant using MarsBaR (Marseille boîte à région d’intérêt) (Brett, Anton, Valabregue, &
Poline, 2002) and were then entered into Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, Inc.) for post-hoc analyses. Additional detail regarding breakdown of the clusters into the proportions of voxels in specific anatomical regions was obtained via the MNI Space utility, as visualized and reported through xjview (http://www.alivelearn.net/).

Using SPSS, a two-way ANCOVA with childhood poverty (poverty, non-poverty) and gender (male, female) as between-subject factors was conducted to test the main and interaction effects on behavioral ratings and childhood parental care quality. Adult current age, current income to needs and current relationship status were included as covariates. Exploratory correlations were also performed to test the associations among childhood poverty exposure, behavioral ratings, childhood parental care quality, and neural activations. The indirect effect of childhood parental care quality in the associations between childhood poverty exposure and neural activations was tested using 95% bias-corrected CIs with bootstrapping procedures (10,000 bootstrap resamples) (Preacher & Hayes, 2008).

**Results**

**fMRI analysis of the associations between childhood poverty and neural activation**

The group-level analysis of the infant cry vs. white noise contrast revealed no main effect of childhood poverty, gender, or current poverty exposure. However, significant interaction effects of childhood poverty and gender were identified (Table 1), \( p < .05 \), corrected. The clusters were located in the posterior insula and striatum (Figure 1a), calcarine sulcus, hippocampus and precuneus (Figure 1b) and fusiform gyrus and parahippocampus (Figure 1c). Among the covariates, current age was negatively associated with left anterior cingulate cortex activation (\( t(33)=4.56; x, y, z = −16, −4, 50; k = 334 \)) and being in a relationship was negatively associated with middle frontal gyrus activation (\( t(33)=4.97; x, y, z = −26, 12, 28; R = 391 \)). When we re-ran all analyses without the covariates, all of the significant gender by poverty interactions reported herein remained significant.

A two-way ANCOVA with childhood poverty (poverty, non-poverty) and gender (male, female) as between-subject factors was conducted for the decomposition of the interaction findings of the infant cry vs. white noise contrast. Significant 2-way interactions were further decomposed using t-tests. When the analyses were repeated with covariates (current poverty exposure, current relationship status, and current age), the 2-way interaction remained significant, and no covariate was significant. Thus, the following post-hoc analyses were conducted without covariates. As shown in the post-hoc analysis column in Table 1 and in Figure 1, in adult female participants childhood poverty was associated with increased activation while, in male participants, childhood poverty was associated with reduced activation in the same regions. When gender differences were directly compared in each group, males in the childhood poverty group exhibited reduced activation as compared to females, while in the childhood non-poverty group, females exhibited reduced activation in all regions as compared to males.

To understand the interactions further between two conditions, we used a 3-way ANOVA with condition (infant cry, white noise) as a within-subject factor, and childhood poverty (poverty, non-poverty) and gender (male, female) as between-subject factors. The 3-way...
interactions were significant in the left insula and right calcarine sulcus, $F(1, 36) \geq 16.83$, $p < .001$. In the cluster of the left insula, the interactions between childhood poverty and gender were driven by the white noise condition, $F(1, 36) = 9.56$, $p < .005$. In female participants, individuals who experienced childhood poverty exhibited decreased activations compared to individuals who did not experience childhood poverty during the white noise condition, $t(16) = -2.94$, $p < .05$. In contrast, in the cluster of the right calcarine sulcus, the interactions between childhood poverty and gender were driven by the infant cry condition, $F(1, 36) = 7.71$, $p < .01$. In female participants, individuals who experienced childhood poverty exhibited increased activations compared to individuals who did not experience childhood poverty during the infant cry condition, $t(16) = 2.13$, $p = .05$. No significant effect was detected in males in either region. Neither interaction nor main effect in any region was significant in the cluster of the fusiform gyrus. Thus, the results suggest that the gender by childhood poverty interactions were largely driven by differences in neural responses between two conditions, infant cry and white noise.

**Correlations among neural activations, behavioral ratings, and parental care**

Two-way ANCOVA was conducted to test group differences in how annoyed participants were by the cry and white noise and how much participants wanted to approach the crying baby. No interaction or main effect was detected for any of the ratings. In exploratory correlation analysis, across males and females, higher ratings of annoyance were correlated with higher activations in the infant cry vs. white noise contrast in all three suprathreshold clusters, $r_{(40)} > .35$, $p < .05$ (Figure 2a). On the other hand, across males and females, higher ratings of approach were correlated with reduced activations in the infant cry vs. white noise contrast in all three suprathreshold clusters, $r_{(40)} < -.45$, $p < .05$ (Figure 2b). No significant correlations were detected with the annoyance rating of the white noise sound.

When the parenting care quality received in childhood was examined, the main effect of childhood poverty status was significant in predicting paternal care quality during childhood, $F(1, 35) = 11.65$, $p < .005$. The childhood poverty group (M= 16.08, SD= 9.80) reported lower care provided by a father compared to the childhood non-poverty group (M= 26.50, SD= 4.37). The main effect of gender was also significant, $F(1, 35) = 6.06$, $p < .05$. Female participants (M= 25.25, SD= 6.81) reported higher care provided by a father compared to male participants (M= 21.25, SD= 8.97). No interaction or any other main effects were found significant for paternal care. None of the main or interaction effects were significant for maternal care. Given the gender differences, we performed separate exploratory correlation analysis among neural activations and paternal care scores by gender. No significant correlations were detected in females.

However, in males, paternal care scores were positively correlated with neural activation in the posterior insula, $r(20) < .76$, $p < .001$ in the infant cry vs. white noise contrast. In a mediation analysis, a significant indirect effect of parental care in the associations between childhood poverty exposure and posterior insula activation was detected among males [indirect effect = 0.10, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) = 0.02–0.21]. The 95% bias-corrected CIs without the inclusion of 0 indicates a statistically significant indirect relationship at $p < .
Thus, low perceived quality of paternal care mediated the associations between childhood poverty exposure and reduced posterior insula activation in males. For females, however, the indirect effect was not significant.

**Discussion**

The current study examined the role of childhood poverty exposure in neural responses to infant cry in non-parent young adult males and females. Interesting differences in gender emerged in the results. In females, childhood poverty exposure was associated with increased levels of neural responses while listening to an infant cry sound. The regions where childhood poverty was associated with increased levels of activity included the posterior insula, calcarine sulcus, and fusiform gyrus, brain regions involved in sensorimotor and emotional information processing. In contrast, male participants exhibited the opposite patterns in the same brain regions: childhood poverty exposure was associated with reduced levels of neural responses to infant cry. Across gender, increased levels of neural activity in these regions were associated with higher ratings of annoyance with the infant cry and greater tendency to avoid (rather than approach) the crying infant. Therefore, in non-parent females, childhood poverty was linked to more negative emotional responses to infant cry and increased neural activation. On the other hand, in non-parent males, childhood poverty was linked to more positive emotional responses to infant cry and reduced neural activation in the same regions.

Previous studies highlighted the important role of the insula activation in response to infant among mothers and fathers. In response to infant related stimuli, mothers and fathers exhibited increased activation, particularly in the anterior insula, which may be associated with increased empathy toward an infant (Mascaro, Hackett, Gouzoules, Lori, & Rilling, 2014; Riem et al., 2011). However, greater anterior insula responses to infant cry in more intrusive mothers compared to sensitive mothers (Atzil, Hendler, & Feldman, 2011) and very high levels of anterior insula responses to infant images among insensitive fathers (Mascaro et al., 2014) suggest that a high level of anterior insula activation may be associated with increased anxiety that the mothers and fathers experience.

The current study found a poverty-by-gender interaction in the posterior insula, with females exposed to poverty showing increased activation, and males exposed to poverty showing decreased activation, as compared to their non-poverty-exposed peers. Studies examining neural responses to physical and social pain suggest different roles of the anterior vs. posterior insula. Posterior insula is involved in detecting one’s own personal experience of pain, while anterior insula is involved in anxiety of personally anticipated pain, as well as empathy toward others in pain (Singer et al., 2004). Thus, perhaps the associations between increased posterior insula activation and increased annoyance/decreased approach ratings may reflect increased experience of negative emotion for participants themselves in response to infant cry sounds.

Furthermore, the associations between increased annoyance/decreased approach ratings and increased activation in other neural regions may suggest upregulation of sensorimotor information processing in response to infant cry sounds. The posterior insula is connected...
with the somatosensory cortex (Uddin, 2015) as well as the thalamus and striatum (Singer, Critchley, & Preuschoff, 2009), and thus plays an important role in the integration of sensorimotor information. The supplementary motor cortex also emerges in a human maternal brain study of child feedback brain responses that correlated with a measure of empathic concern (Ho et al., 2014) as well as other studies of non-parents using infant pictures (Caria et al., 2012). Other regions identified in the current study, including the striatum and premotor cortex, are involved in sensorimotor information, and the calcarine sulcus, parahippocampus and fusiform gyrus are heavily involved in visual information processing. Increased activation in these visual information processing regions is typically detected in response to auditory stimuli (Sander et al., 2005). Such upregulation of the sensorimotor information processing regions including the striatum, fusiform gyrus, and parahippocampal regions in response to negative emotional information has also been detected in clinical populations with psychopathology compared to healthy controls (Frick, Howner, Fischer, Kristiansson, & Furmark, 2013; Koenigsberg et al., 2009; Surguladze et al., 2005). Therefore, the increased activation in these regions may support experience of negative emotions in response to infant cry sounds.

The finding that childhood exposure to poverty was significantly associated with increased neural responses to infant cry sounds in females is consistent with a previous result from mothers who retrospectively reported low quality maternal care. Their hippocampal responses to infant cry sounds were greater than mothers who retrospectively reported high quality maternal care (Kim et al., 2010). In particular, the hippocampus has a high density of glucocorticoid receptors, thus hippocampal activation has been associated with stress responses to emotional stimuli (Phan, Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002; Ulrich-Lai & Herman, 2009). Other studies suggest that childhood poverty is associated with reduced hippocampal structure and increased hippocampal responses to an acute stressor (Hanson, Chandra, Wolfe, & Pollak, 2011; Hanson et al., in press; Staff et al., 2012). Therefore, increased neural responses to infant cry in the hippocampus as well as the posterior insula and other sensorimotor processing regions may reflect difficulties in processing and regulating emotional information from the cry. Low-income mothers exhibit a higher rate of postpartum depression (Kim & Bianco, 2014; Segre, O’Hara, Arndt, & Stuart, 2007) and a higher rate of hostility in response to infant cry sounds (Hart & Risley, 1995). More research is needed to understand whether the neural and emotional responses to infant cry sounds can be a risk factor for parental insensitivity toward one’s own infants during the transition to parenthood among first-time, low-income mothers.

On the other hand, in men, childhood exposure to poverty was associated with reduced responses to infant cry sounds in the same neural regions. Furthermore, higher quality of paternal care reported by male participants mediated the links between childhood poverty exposure and reduced neural responses to infant cry. The results may point to a compensatory process in males. Typical non-parent men tend to exhibit more negative and less empathetic responses to infant cry and less physiological responses to infant cry as well (Glocker et al., 2009; Rilling, 2013). However, lower quality paternal care, associated with poverty exposure in childhood, may contribute to increased motivation for non-parent males to compensate for the negative relationships with their own fathers (Kida et al., 2014). This might lead to reduced neural responses that was further associated with a less negative
emotional response to infant cry sounds. Although research on males is far scarcer than on females, animal work suggests gender differences in parenting behaviors that may also be informative for understanding the gender differences uncovered herein. Prairie voles are a biparental and socially monogamous species, and thus have been of particular importance in examining neural correlates of paternal and maternal behaviors (McGraw & Young, 2010; Young, Gobrogge, Liu, & Wang, 2011). When exposed to stress, female prairie voles exhibited decreased levels of alloparenting behaviors to unrelated pups; whereas male prairie voles exhibited increased levels of alloparenting behaviors (Scaramella, Neppl, Ontai, & Conger, 2008). These findings, however, should be considered cautiously because they examined the effects of acute stress exposure, whereas the current study examined effects of chronic stress exposure.

It is important to note that although strong interactions between childhood poverty exposure and gender were detected in neural activation, no such interactions were detected in behavioral ratings. Thus, caution is required in making direct links among childhood poverty exposure, neural responses, and behavioral ratings on annoyance and approach/avoidance. It is especially important that the poverty by gender neurological interaction effects are replicated before drawing any definitive conclusions about childhood poverty and neurological responses to infant distress signals. The inconsistent findings may be associated with limited sample size, as well as the fact that the ratings were collected outside of rather than inside the scanner. Observation measures on how individuals interact with infants may help to overcome some of the limitations of behavioral ratings. Thus, future studies should include emotional ratings reported during the neuroimaging scan as well as observation measures.

Finally, we hypothesized childhood poverty would influence adult neural responses to parenting stimuli. One possibility is that the adult neural correlates of poverty shown herein reflect current income status rather than childhood poverty. All of the effects include a covariate for concurrent income levels at age 23–24. When we test the association of concurrent adult income levels, no associations with neural activity are present. Therefore, experiences of poverty in childhood, but not as an adult, appear to be a more significant factor to explain individual differences in neural and emotional responses to infant cry.

The findings from the current study should be considered in light of limitations. First, although in total this neuroimaging study included a relatively large sample of 40 subjects, there was a smaller number of participants in the child poverty group compared to the non-poverty group. There were only six females and nine males in the childhood poverty group. Thus, the findings should be considered as preliminary, and future studies should include more subjects and balanced distributions between poverty and non-poverty groups. Second, the current study involved a hard-to-recruit sample including both males and females with chronic exposure to childhood poverty; however, the sample was limited to non-parents. Previous studies have demonstrated that non-parents show similar neural responses to infant cry compared to parents (Bos et al., 2014; Montoya et al., 2012; Riem et al., 2012; Swain et al., 2014) while others suggested that parents exhibit greater physiological and emotional responses to infant cry across genders (Eisenberger, 2013). Thus, parents may have different neural and behavioral responses to their own infant cry sounds. Also, individuals in poverty
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are more likely to have children early, even in their teenage years, however our sample was limited to young adults without their own infants. Thus, future studies should examine the neural responses to infant cry sounds among parents from a wider age range.

In sum, the current study sheds light on a question central to many parenting intervention programs, whether poverty and other risk factors impact emotional sensitivity to infants. By recruiting male and female non-parents from low- and middle-income family backgrounds, we uncovered evidence of heterogeneity in poverty background and neural and affective responses to infant cry sounds. In the neural regions potentially involved in negative emotional information processing, non-parent females who grew up in poverty exhibited increased neural responses to infant cry whereas non-parent males who grew up in poverty exhibited reduced neural responses to infant cry. The results suggest that childhood poverty may have more negative effects in women than in men on neural responses to infants. Previous work suggests that harsh parenting styles can be transmitted to the next generation. Relevant to our gender interaction findings, Simons and colleagues (1991) found these multigenerational effects to be greater in women than in men (Simons et al., 1991). Future research with a larger sample is necessary to map out the processes of the intergenerational transmission of both males’ and females’ parenting styles in the context of poverty.
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Figure 1.
Brain areas in a red circle showing Childhood Poverty-by-Gender on the Infant Cry vs White Noise contrast among males and females, \( p < .05 \), corrected. Color bars represent \( t \) values of the contrast. Percent signal change estimates for each contrast were averaged across the entire cluster for each participant. A. left posterior insula and striatum (BA13/44; \( x, y, z = -34, 4, 4 \)); B. right calcarine sulcus, hippocampus, and precuneus (\( x, y, z = 26, -50, 12 \)); C. right fusiform gyrus and parahippocampus (BA19/37; \( x, y, z = 32, -52, -10 \)).
Figure 2.
Correlation plots between behavioral ratings and neural activation in left posterior insula and striatum (BA13/44; x, y, z = -34, 4, 4; p < .05, corrected) on the contrast of Infant Cry vs. White Noise condition across males and females. A, Positive correlation using the annoyance ratings of the infant cry sound, $r(40) = .35$, $p < .05$; B, Negative correlation using the ratings of approaching a crying baby while listening to the infant cry sound, $r(40) = -.37$, $p < .05$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Activation</th>
<th>Brodmann area</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th># voxels</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
<th>Post-hoc Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insula (Putamen/Lentiform nucleus/Precentral Gyrus/Inferior Frontal Gyrus)</td>
<td>BA 13/44/47</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>-34 4 4</td>
<td>Pov: female &gt; male &lt;br&gt; Non-pov: female &lt; male &lt;br&gt; females: Pov &gt; Non-pov &lt;br&gt; males: Pov &lt; Non-pov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcarine sulcus (Precuneus/Caudate/Hippocampus)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>26 -50 12</td>
<td>Pov: female &gt; male &lt;br&gt; Non-pov: female &lt; male &lt;br&gt; females: Pov &gt; Non-pov &lt;br&gt; males: Pov &lt; Non-pov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform Gyrus (Parahippocampus)</td>
<td>BA 19/37</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>32 -52 -10</td>
<td>Pov: female &gt; male &lt;br&gt; Non-pov: female &lt; male &lt;br&gt; females: Pov &gt; Non-pov &lt;br&gt; males: Pov &lt; Non-pov</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p < .05$, corrected; R = right, L = left; pov = childhood poverty group; non-pov = childhood non-poverty group;

* $p < .10$,

* $p < .05$,

** $p < .01$,

*** $p < .001$

§ The location of the peak coordinate is listed first, then areas included in a cluster are listed in brackets.